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ABSTRACT

A personal computer is BIOS configured to boot from an
installed CD-ROM storing multiple operating systems in
different partitions of the medium. The computer is initially
booted from a user selected or default partition emulating a
logical drive. With the original boot partition maintained
active, emulation of additional partitions as other drives is
performed when needed. This is accomplished in BIOS with
multiple device tables, each dynamically associated with a
logical drive letter. Hence, the system files found in only the
original boot partition remain available to the system when
other logical drives are called.

8 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets
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1.
BIOS DYNAMIC EMULATION OF
MULTIPLE DSKETTES FROM ASINGLE
MEDIA

The application is a continuation of application Ser. No.
08/313,710, filed Sep. 27, 1994, now abandoned.

5

The root directory of the boot disk is next searched for a

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

The subject matter presented herein relates to inventions
described in the following applications, all filed on even date
and under common ownership herewith: Williams, BIOS

10

5,692,190 (BC9-94-130); Williams, DATA PROCESSOR

existence and characteristics of hardware devices not rec

ognized by BIOS that may be connected to the PC.
15

HAVING BOS DECRYPTION OF EMULATED MEDA

IMAGES, U.S. Ser. No. 08/312,748, now U.S. Pat No.
5,652,868 (BC9-94-132); and Williams et al., BIOS EMU

containing a series of DOS batch file commands or program
names to be executed by the PC each time the computer is
turned on. This completes the boot up sequence, and at this
point the computer is considered fully booted and ready to

PUTER BOOTSTRAPPING, U.S. Ser. No. 08/312,749,
abandoned, now U.S. Ser. No. 08/811,329 and U.S. Pat No.
5,694,583 (BC9-94-129).

be used.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTON

The usual types of storage media, in order of storage
density, are floppy disk, hard disk storage, which are mag
netic media, and more recently, CD-ROM which is an
optical medium capable of storing a considerable amount of
data. A CD-ROM is a "read only" medium, although
magneto-optical media, capable of being written to as well
as read from, are emerging. Presently, floppy disks are 5.25
or 3.5 inches in diameter, with smaller sizes now emerging,

1. Field of the Invention

and are capable of storing up to 2.88 megabytes of data.
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Hard disks store considerably more data, currently in the
range of up to 2 gigabits, arranged as clusters disbursed
throughout the medium.
CD-ROM's have attributes of both hard disks and floppy
diskettes, that is, they have the storage capacity of a hard
drive and the replaceability of a diskette. CD-ROM tech
nology currently is capable of storing more than 600 mega
bytes of read-only data along a continuous spiral track on a
phonograph record-like optical medium. As with other disk
media, the CD divides its capacity into short segments, or
"large frames" for addressing. The number of such large
frames varies but can reach about 315,000, each containing
2352 bytes under a defined media standard. Most of the

frame contains data and the remainder is divided among a
synchronization field, sector address tag field and an auxil
iary field. Data stored on the CD-ROM is formatted as
sectors of data comprising 800 h bytes each, and with boot

record residing at a prescribed (11 h) sector in the last
session on the CD. The boot record points to a boot catalog
providing descriptions and locations of disk or diskette
image emulations recorded on the CD-ROM, one or more of

The POST initializes all the internal hardware and hard

ware connected to the PC known to it, such as memory, and
tests and places the hardware in an operational state. The
BIOS program then normally checks drive A of the PC to
determine if it contains a formatted floppy disk. If a disk is
mounted in the drive, the program searches specific loca
tions on the disk to determine if a valid boot record exists.
if the floppy drive is empty, the boot program checks the
hard drive Cfor the system files. In the absence of these files,
the BIOS will generate an error message.
After locating a disk with a valid boot record, the BIOS
program reads the data stored on the first sector of the disk,
and copies that data to specific locations in RAM. This
information, found in the same location on every formatted

Next loaded from the boot disk into RAM is the file

COMMAND. COM which is an operating system file
containing, among other functions, fundamental DOS com
mands used throughout application program execution, and
a file named AUTOEXEC.BAT created by the user and

LATON PARAMETER PRESERVATION ACROSS COM

This invention relates generally to the bootstrapping
sequence of a data processing system, such as a personal
computer, and more particularly, to booting from a
CD-ROM storage medium bearing multiple images.
2. Description of Related Art
All computers, such as the various models of personal
computers, or PC's, produced by IBM Corporation, execute
"operating system software” that instructs the PC on how to
use other programs, termed "application software,” such as
word processing and spreadsheet programs. Examples of PC
operating systems include MS-DOS and WINDOWS,
manufactured by Microsoft Corporation, and IBM's OS/2.
Before a PC can run an operating system, it mustload the
operating system from a disk to the PC's working memory
which is ordinarily random access semiconductor memory
(RAM). This is carried out through a process known as
"bootstrapping,” or more simply, "booting" the PC. Booting
occurs automatically when the PC is first turned on, a
process called a "cold boot" or by the user while the
computer is running ("warm boot").
Bootstrapping performs only two functions, the first being
to run a power-on self-test, or POST, and the other to search
the storage media (floppy diskette or hard disk) for the
operating system it will load. These functions are controlled
by firmware stored in one or more basic input-output system,
or BIOS, chips inside the PC.

file created by the user (CONFIG.SYS) and which contains
commands instructing the operating system how to handle
certain operations such as how many files may be opened at
a time, and so-called device drivers which describe the

EMULATION OF A HARD FILE IMAGE AS A

DISKETTE, U.S. Ser. No. 08/313,709, now U.S. Pat. No.

2
disk, constitutes the DOS boot record. The BIOS then passes
control to the boot record which instructs the PC on how to
load the two hidden operating system files to RAM (the files
named IBMBO.COM and IBMDOS.COM on IBM
computers). After loading other operating system files into
RAM to carry out the rest of the boot up sequence, the boot
record is no longer needed.

55

which may be bootable and may carry an operating system.

Image formats of these three types of media are hierar
chical in structure, with diskette lowest and CD-ROM

65

highest, and each medium adding regions of storage over
lying the storage regions of the medium beneath it. Referring
to FIG. 1, which depicts the image formats of the three
media, a floppy diskette starts with a boot record, which is
a short program loading the operating system into the main
memory, followed by a pair of file allocation tables (FAT's)
which record the file structure of the diskette (two FAT's are
often provided, as shown, to perform an integrity check on
stored files). Next is a root directory which records the files

stored on the diskette, and finally the data storage region.

5,802,363
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of drives and access to them through BIOS INT 13 func
tions. The next region of memory is occupied by the
operating system, such as DOS, followed by an extended
BIOS area, or BIOSEBDAentered during booting. Residing
in the upper layers of the main memory are video data and
firmware based BIOS which is fixed for all applications. The
usual BIOS functions do not recognize a CD-ROM drive,
which is instead defined by ISO-9660 device driver software
residing in the operating system, as shown in FIG. 5.

The structure of a fixed disk includes not only the same
regions as found in a diskette, but precedes with a reserved
region as well as a partition table which, as the first record
on the disk, defines the operating boundaries constituting the
logical partitions of the disk, if the diskis partitioned by the
Sea.

A CD-ROM adds to that a table of descriptors, such as
defined by ISO9660, as the first record on the CD. How data
is organized into files stored on a CD-ROM is designated by
the ISO9660 specification, which specifies, among other
things, that a "Primary Volume Descriptor" must reside at
sector 10 h relative to the start of a session, followed by any
number of other Volume Descriptors, and then by a "Volume
Descriptor Terminator." The boot catalog, following the ISO
descriptors, is a directory pointing to the stored images as
files as identifying image characteristics. Incorporation by
reference is made herein to the ISO9660 specification in its
entirety.
The ISO9660 specification provides, optionally, new boot
capabilities for personal computers, a concept disclosed in
the "El Torito" bootable CD-ROM format specification,
Version 1.0, recently jointly developed and made publically
available by Phoenix Technologies and IBM Corporation,
the assignee of the present invention. This specification,

incorporated herein by reference, describes how the BIOS
boot procedure can be enhanced to support the CD-ROM
using INT13 calling conventions for enabling the CD-ROM
to boot as the Adrive or C drive without device drivers. In
accordance with this specification, if the user selects one of
the boot CD-ROM options on a setup menu, and during
POST the BIOS detects the presence of a CD-ROM drive,
INT19 at the end of POST will attempt to load the operating
system using the boot sequence specified in Setup. To
accomplish this, the installable boot CD-ROM feature
makes available one of two INT19 functions, namely, single
image and multiple image INT 19.
The single image INT 19 feature accesses the booting
catalog in the CD-ROM header, verifies the existence of a
boot image on the CD-ROM and reads the initial/default
entry and then boots from the disk image specified in this
entry. Multiple image INT 19, if instructed to boot from the
CD-ROM, accesses the booting catalog, verifies, and then
boots from either the image specified in the initial default

10

15
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entry or from one of the other images listed in the section

headers and section entries that follow the initial/default
entry.

Three types of CD-ROM configuration are shown in
FIGS. 2(a)-2(c). In FG. 2(a), the normal CD-ROM con

figuration is not bootable; it uses root directory and
CD-ROM drivers to access CD-ROM images. In FIG. 2(b),
a BIOS with a single boot image capability accesses the
initial/default entry to access a single bootable disk image.
After loading the operating system, the system can revert to
standard CD-ROM drivers and the root directory to access
CD-ROM images. In FIG. 2(c), a BIOS with multiple
boot-image capability can access any one of a number of
bootable disk images listed in the booting catalog. After
loading the operating system, the system can access other
items in the disk image with standard INT 13 calls or return
to normal access of CD-ROM images using CD-ROM
drivers and the root directory.

The operating environment is depicted in FIG.S, wherein
the right hand side is a map of the first 1M of random access
main memory. The lowest address of the main memory is
occupied by BIOS data, such as interrupt vectors and other
machine specific operating parameters such as identification

In FIG. 6, in accordance with the El Torito specification,

enhancements made to BIOSEBDA enable the INT 13 calls

to recognize the CD-ROM and further to provide for hard
disk and floppy diskette image emulations derived from the
CD-ROM storage files, that is, to treat the emulation images

as if they are physical drives. In this example, the CD-ROM
image which is booted becomes the A (floppy diskette)
drive, and the physical A drive is renamed as drive B.
An important advantage of bootable CD-ROM's in accor
dance with the El Torito specification is the capability of
distributing multiple applications on a single medium. Mul
tiple versions of the same application in different languages
can also be distributed; the user simply boots the CD-ROM
and then selects the operation system, application set, and/or
language to install.
The presently described invention and those described in
the copending applications, identified above, provide,
among other things, enhancements to the BIOS to support
booting from a CD-ROM while maintaining compatibility to
prescribed standards, such as the ISO9660 specification.
More particularly, a single CD-ROM may contain multiple
bootable formatted partitions, but only the first partition will
be usedatinitial boot time. However, the problem of booting
from one partition and then requiring access to one or more
additional partitions on the same media emulating other
logical drives can be encountered. It is possible to start a
program from the boot partition and then logically replace it
with another partition as another logical drive becomes
needed. A problem with this solution is that the operating
system may need access to system files that are available
only from the initial boot partition. If system file access,
such as COMMAND.COM, is attempted but not successful,
catastrophic failure can occur.
DOS and other operating systems provide access to
multiple images on the same physical drive via partition
tables at the beginning of the medium. However, this type of
implementation provides a static view of the medium. A
need remains to render the ability to dynamically add and
remove multiple images without restarting the operating
system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTON
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The invention provides a data processing system com
prising a central processing unit (CPU), a system memory
for storing data in the form of electrical signals, a first port
for receiving an input device generating electrical input
signals, and at least one second port for supplying electrical
output signals to output devices. The CPU is of a type
including a BIOS for carrying out prescribed functions
including converting operating signals developed by an
operating system executed by the CPU into electrical signals
compatible with devices that are responsive to signals pro
vided by the CPU to the system bus.
The data processing system further includes a drive for a
non-volatile mass storage medium, such as a CD-ROM,
storing multiple emulated drive images, and a system bus
interconnecting the CPU, system memory, first and second

5,802,363
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ports and mass storage medium driver. To install initial

emulation parameters corresponding to a default image on
the medium, an initial boot is performed. In accordance with
the invention, multiple device tables are stored in BIOS,
each dynamically associated with a logical drive and map
ping the logical drive to a selected image on the medium so
as to maintain emulations of multiple images simultaneously
active. Hence, multiple images can be dynamically added
and removed without restarting the operating system.
Still other objects and advantages of the present invention
will become readily apparent to those skilled in this art from
the following detailed description, wherein only the pre

10

ferred embodiment of the invention is shown and described,

simply by way of illustration of the best mode contemplated
of carrying out the invention. As will be realized, the

15

invention is capable of other and different embodiments, and

its several details are capable of modifications in various
obvious respects, all without departing from the invention.
Accordingly, the drawing and description are to be regarded

BIOS with a means of finding the location on the CD that
an appendix hereto (APPENDIX).
With reference to FIG. 7, multiple emulation CD-ROM
images are made available to the user through multiple

contains the material to be booted. The format is detailed in

as illustrative in nature, and not as restrictive.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING(S)
FIG. 1 is a diagram showing image formats of diskette,
hard drive and CD-ROM storage media.
FIGS. 2(a)-2(c) are diagrams showing configurations of
non-bootable CD-ROM, single boot image CD-ROM and
multiple boot image CD-ROM, respectively.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a personal computer
system within which the present invention has application.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a personal computer based
data processing system within which the invention may

emulation tables added in accordance with the invention to

the BIOS EBDA, four being illustrated in the present
example. Each of these tables is dynamically associated with
a logical drive letter. The table provides the translation
necessary to map the logical drive to a selected image on the
medium. An example of a device table is as follows:

reside.

FIG. 5 is a diagram of the ISO9660 operating environ
ment upon which the invention is optionally based.
FIG. 6 is a diagram showing BIOS implementation of
multiple CD-ROM image emulation per the El Torito speci

6
between components of the computer, including a central
processing unit (CPU) 24 which preferably is based on one
of the "486" family or more powerful types of processors,
manufactured by Intel Corporation or others, executes pro
grams stored in main or system memory 26 and manipulates
data stored in the same memory. Data, including multimedia,
may be stored in CD-ROM 28 and accessed by CPU 24 per
ISO 9660 specifications through a device controller 30
connected to system bus 22. Other data are stored in floppy
and hard disk drives 32 and 34 for access by the CPU 24
through corresponding controllers 30b and 30c. Display 14
is connected to the system bus 22 through a video controller
36.
Preferably, the CD-ROM is bootable, as described
previously, and in the invention is formatted in accordance
with the El Torito bootable CD-ROM format specification.
The bootable CD-ROM format incorporated by the inven
tion maintains compatibility with ISO-96.60 while providing

SpSize
SpMediaType

db
db

set if table active

Spdrive

db

;kogical drive

SpController

35

fication.

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing multiple emulation tables
residing in BIOSEBDA in accordance with an aspect of the

invention.

FIG. 8 shows emulation of a CD-ROM image by table

activation.

FIG. 9 shows multiple table activation to emulate two
drives simultaneously as provided by the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a diagram showing flow of data during CD

emulation of drive A.

Splba

did

Spin
Spsus
Spcachesegment
SploadSegment
Spload Count

d
db
dw
dw
dw

SpCylinder

db

SpSector
SpHead

db
b

TotalSectors

did

SectCylinder
MediaChange

dw
db

LockCount

db

BootOffset

dw

dw

EMBODIMENT(S)
With reference now to the Figures, and in particular with
reference to FIG. 3, a personal computer, or PC, designated
10 is of the environment to which the invention has par

The architecture of computer system 10, depicted in FIG.
4, is based on a system bus 22 on which data is passed

?

g

physical mapping
inf

set if medium has

changed

logical media lock
location of boot

contains cipher key

wherein the "Sp" prefix designates "specification," db, dw
and did represent byte, word and double word, respectively,
and a "" indicates a reservation in main memory.
Each table describes all the characteristics of a CD-ROM
55

not accessible to the user, and user accessible floppy disk

and CD-ROM drives 20 and 22.

physical location on
medium

sector

DESCRIPTION OF THE LLUSTRATIVE

ticular utility. The computer 10 which preferably, but not
necessarily, is of a type utilizing an IBM Personal Computer
2 or similar system, includes a console housing 12 within
which circuit boards containing the necessary circuitry
including microprocessor and BIOS chips, controllers, ran
dom access memory and other hardware are arranged. The
computer will also include a display 14 and a keyboard 16
connected into the housing 12 through cable 18. Mass
storage media include a hard drive within the housing and

db

image to be emulated, such as size, media type, and format
entities peculiar to hard drive and diskette media. The final
entry in the table is a cipher key used in conjunction with file
decryption at BIOS level as described in the copending
application entitled DATA PROCESSOR HAVING BIOS
DECRYPTION OF EMULATEDMEDIAIMAGES. BIOS,
by activating any table per the El-Torito specification
(describing only single emulation table implementation)
INT 13 Function 4A, can determine which drive is being

emulated, and where on the CD-ROM the emulation is to be
65

found.

With reference to FIG. 8, emulation of drive A is initiated

by activation of the corresponding table by a BIOS call

5,802,363
8
.COM. During operation, these programs may need to be
reloaded. If they are no longer present at their initial boot
locations, catastrophic failures can occur.
There has accordingly been described a BIOS configured
to boot from an installed CD-ROM storing multiple oper
ating systems in different partitions of the medium. The

7
through INT 13, when, as mentioned previously, the physi
cal A drive becomes renamed as the B drive, the A drive

having been replaced by the emulation.
Data flow under this condition is as follows. Referring to
F.G. 10, file data is being read from emulated Adrive on the
CD-ROM, is sent to the CD data buffer within the BIOS
EBDA, and from there transferred to a buffer within the

operating system, in this example, DOS. Other buffers may

also contain data read from the other emulations, as follows.

With the A drive emulation remaining active, the BIOS

10

table for emulation B is next activated as shown in FIG. 9,

so that both drive images remain accessible to the user at the
same time, without requiring a reboot. In this case a hard
drive image emulation replaces the physical B drive which

becomes unusable.

if the operating system is DOS, emulation must be started
or stopped only on a floppy emulation or other drive
recognized by DOS, not on a hard drive emulation, as under
DOS a hard drive cannot be dynamically removed or
replaced. Only valid operating system images can be emu
lated by BIOS, that is, the master boot record or partition
boot record must contain a valid BIOS parameter block.
Furthermore, emulation should not be changed on the initial
boot drive, as when DOS initially boots, it assigns the
location of critical system programs, such as COMMAND

15

computer is initially booted from a user selected or default
partition emulating a logical drive. With the original boot
partition maintained active, emulation of additional parti
tions as other drives is performed when needed. This is
accomplished in BIOS with multiple device tables, each
dynamically associated with a logical drive letter. Hence, the
system files found in only the original boot partition remain
available to the system when other logical drives are called.
Still other objects and advantages of the present invention
will become readily apparent to those skilled in this art from
the following detailed description, wherein only the pre
ferred embodiment of the invention is shown and described,

simply by way of illustration of the best mode contemplated
of carrying out the invention. As will be realized, the
invention is capable of other and different embodiments, and
its several details are capable of modifications in various
obvious respects, all without departing from the invention.

Accordingly, the drawing and description are to be regarded
as illustrative in nature, and not as restrictive.

5,802,363

APPENDX

O37313710

08/313710

This format maintains compatibility with ISO-96.60 while providing BIOS with a

simple way of getting the localion on the CD that contains material to be booted.

Boot Record Volume Descriptor
ISO-9660 defines that a Trimary Volume Descriptor must reside a scator 10 (rela
tive to the start of the session). follosed by any number of other Volume Descrip
tors, followed by a Volune Descriptor Sct Terminator. The El Tonito Bootable
CD Specification builds on the format by requiring a Boot Record Wohanne
Descriptor as defined in section 8.2 of S0-9660. Refer to Table .
Table . Boot Record Wohune Oescriptor

Type
Bye
Byte
Byte

O

Derrio
Boo Recordinator, must be och
so-sodate, must be cDo
version as be oth
Boot Systern identifier, must be TELTOR TO SPECIFICA

TION padded with Os on the right. (ASCIZ)

proczth-46) Byte
7-74
(47h-4A)

unused as bespaces (zo)
Pointer to first RBA of Boot Catalog (lated formal)

This Boot Record must reside at sector 7 in the last session on the CD. The

Boot Record contains a pointer to the Boot Catalog

5,802,363
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Boot Catalog

12

The Boot Catalog is a collection of 32 byte entries. There is no limit to the number
of entries in the Boot Catalog

This catalog allows the system to pick a proper boot image and then to boot from
the selected image. The image will be virtualized into a proper A., C., or D: drive.

Validation Entry This must be the first eaty in the Bool Catalog. This entry validates that a booting
catalog is present on the disk and identifies the manufacturer of the CD. if this
entry is valid, it is assumed that the rest of the entries are valid.

Table 2. Boo Catalo Walidation Entry

one

Tyre

o

Bye

Me

Desire

Hede D. must be oth
Platform D

-at-lab
B-29

Word

are

Checksum. The sum of all of the words in this coord must be

ance develope of the cd Ron

(Ch-Dh)
30 (Eh)

Bye

Oth
Signature Must be SSh. This value is included in the
checkstan.

Signature Must be AAh. This value is included in the
checksuna.

5,802,363
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14

initial Default EntryThis entry is used to validate and locate the dicfault boot image used by BIOS.
Table ). Boot Catalog Boot image Entry

one

ype
. Type

Decipio

Byte

Boot media type. This specifies what media the boot image is

intended to estaulate in bits O-3 as follows:
000 - No emulation

00 - 1.2 meg diskette
Olos .44 negdiiskette
Ol 1 - 28 neg diskette
00- alie
O - Reserved

to a Reserred
- Reserred
Bit 4 is reserved

Bit 5 is set if a Section Entry Extension follows
is 6-7 are reserved and Darst be 0

Note Hard file images must have the number of sectors per track evenly divisible by 4. That is, the
partition table and the partition boot recordatast begin on a CD-ROM block boundary (4 sectors).
Load Segate. This is the load segment for the initial boot

image. If this value is 0, the system will use the traditignal

Systern Type. This byte describes the partition table in the boot

image. This value is a copy of the value found in the boot

56-7

Bye

Reved
must be oh
Sector Count. This is the number of S2 byte sectors the systern
wistore at Load Segment during the initial boot procedure.

8-1 (8-0Bh)

Load RBA. This is the start address of the virtual disk on the
CD-ROM.

Byte

Selection Criteria type. This defines a vendor unique foraat for
bytes ODh-Fh.
0 - No sciection criteria

- Language and version (IBM)
2-FF - Reserved

Only valid Dos images can be emulated by BIOS. That is, the Master Boo Record or Partition Boot Record must
contain is said

OS Paranter Block.

5,802,363
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Section Header

16

The section header has an ID string which may be used to help select one of the

entries that follow. The sclected entry can then be used as a rebool image or as an
emulated drive.

Table 4. Book Catalog Section leader
90th - leader, more headers follow
9th - final leader

2 and Mac

2-3

- (-r)

Section Entry

word

Numerocionaries following this header.

Be CDs is

C

Section Entries follow a Section leader. This entry is the same as described in

Tabla 3 on page 7. If the 19 bytes provided for selection criteria are insufficient, a
Section Entry Extension can be added by setting bit 5 of byte .

Section Entry Extension
criteria when the 9 bytes provided by the Section Entry are insufficient. Several

Section Eary Extensions may be dhained together by settins bit 5 of byte for as

many Extensions as necessary. The final extension mtrs have bit 5 clear (set to 0)
to indicate that no none Extensions follow.

bye
2-3 (2-Fi)

orByte

Hedences. Mastells

sists are

and 6-7 unused

vendor unique election citesia
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NT 13h BIOS Functions
The following sections describe the INT 3h calls as they are emulated by the

CD-ROM BIOS. Most function calls use DL as a drive identifier. Bit 7 is used to
differentiate between a hard fic and diskette. If bit 7 is zero (0), the call functions
as an emulated disrette call
tree - Drive A:
DL8 - Drive 3:

if bit 7 is sca (), the call is for an emulated hard file:
O) - Drive C:
A3 - Drive ():

These emulated functions provide access to a CD-ROM emulated drive as if it were

an actual diskette or had file. Soone function calls are sightly different depending
on the type of drive being emulated. The primary difference is in the iocation of the
last turn status.

404
is used to save the status of the last diskette operation.
4.
is used to save the status of the last had file operation.
Other functional differences are noted in individual sections.
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Return Status

20

Completion status is returned in AH. Cary will also be set if the return status is
O 22).

3.h
h
AAh

Both
Bh
h
h
h

BSh
h
CCh
FF
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Emulation of Existing Functions
AH=OOh - Reset Disk(ette) System

Handled by read BIOS.

Note: The ATAPI and for SCSI CD-ROM devices are not resct.

AH = 01h - Read Status of Last Operation
Handled by real BIOS.

AH2= 02h - Read Sectors
Entry:

Alauber of sectors

CH-cylinder Rober (low 8 bits)

CL-Sector, bits 6-7chigh order cylinder
H-Head
-Drive

ESB-Buffer address
Retta

AH-Status
Al-Actual number of sectors read

AH2O3h - Write Sectors
Entry

Alataber of sectors

C-Cylinder number (low a bits)

C-Sector bits 6-7High order cylinder
-Head
Orye
ESE-Buffer address
Return

AH-Status (Write Protect)

At-Actual auber of seetors written

AH=04h - Verify Sectors
Entry:
Al-Juber of sectors

O-Cylinder ataber (low 8 bits)

C-Sector, bits 6-7 high order cylinder
Hahead

-Drive

ES-Buffer address
RetuT

All-Status

Al-Actual aunter of sectors written

At 05 - For at race
Write Protect error.
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AH=06h - FormatWrite
TrackProtect
andCTO.
Set Flags
A= 07h - FortmatWrite
DriveProtect Crof.

A=osh - Read Drive
Parameters
Entry
-Drive
Retua
All-Status
All
Le

has cylinder aber (e. bits)

cL-ax sector bits sligh order cylinder
a head
-ber of disketle dives installed
SD1-pointer to ill byte press table
efined at it leh (bistette only)

er

Alsosh initialize Drive pair Characteristics
- i.

Handled by real BOS.

AHsOAh to Oh Reserved

A=0Ch - Sea

Entry:

co-cylinder number (le

bits)

Sector, bits 6-ish erder cylinder

Held

-Drive

suffer address
ets

All-States

Asooh Alternativelandled
DiskbyReset
'real BOS.
A=OEh to OFh - Reserved
As 10h - Test Drive
Ready
Entry:
-Drive
Reus

Al-Status

These values are natients.

quantity.
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A= 11h - Recalibrate
Entry
Drive
Rett

All-Status

A=12h to 14h - Reserved

A=1sh - Read Drive
Type
Entry
L-rive
Rees

Alive type

2-piskette with change line available
liard Fle

co-Total number of Sectors (ard file only)

A=16th ChangeEntry
Status
r

Octive
Return

change Status
to change
-invalid praetet

so has been changed
allot recy

A=17th - Sat Diskette
Type for Format
Wite Protect eruse

A-1sh - set Media
Type for for"
We Protect Co.
A=19h - Park heads
Entry:
D-drive
Reta

All-States

AH=1Ah to 24h - Reserved
A=25h - dentifyEntry
Drive
oritre

s

SBK-Address of 52 byte effer

Retutts

Ai-Status

If the operation is successful. the buffet will contain the first 512 bytes returned by
the ATAP dentify Drive command.

A=26h to 40h - Reserved
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Emulation of Extended functions

The basic data structure for this interface is the Disk Address Packct which is based
on an absolute block number.

Table 7. Dis. Address Packed

one

Type
Byte

Desire
Packet size This field contains the size, in bytes, of the disk

address packct including the site of this field. Must be at east

16(Oh). Sires greater than ié are not rejected.

Byte
Wor

2-3
4.

Reed
Mustee too.
Block Cotat. On input, this field contains the number of blocks
that are to be transferrod. On output, it contains the number
that were actually transferred.

Dword

Ba?ier Address. Segmentoffset address of the buffer that data is

e-

-

2-5

to transferred to or foa.

Dword

Block Nee (or

-

Block Nunber
(high).theThe
block ofnumber
refersTheto first
the absolute
block
staberfron
beginning
the disk.
block in
Octobered O. This is an erulated value and is actually relative
to the actual beginning of the eanulation area on the CD.

AH=41h - Check for
Extension Support
Entry

six-55AAh (not checked)
O-Drive

Retra

Al-Major version (elh)
AL-Minor version (0th)
Wish

C3, Removable media is supported
Extended access is supported

Ah=42h - Extended
Read
Entry:
-Tive
SS-Disk Airess Packet
Retten

Al-Status

AH=43h - Extended
Write
Entry:

AL-euverify of f, rverify on
-Drive
SS-Disk Address Packet

Returns

AH-Status (frite protect error)
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A=44h - Extended
Verify
Entry
D-Drive

DSS-Disk Address Packet

Rett

Al-Status

A-Lock edia is drive
Al-Abalock media iR drive
2-Return hockfunlock status
D-rive
SS-Disk Address packet
en

All-Statis

A=4sh - Eject/load
Media
a.
Entry:

Ae-Eject media
Al-Laad media
-rive

SS-Disk Address Paetet
ere

States

As47h - Extended
Seek
Entry:
rive

SS-Disk Address Packet
Retusta:
Al-Status

Assh - ExtendedEntryGet Drive Paranters
Orive

SS-Buffer address
Retire

All-Stats
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able 8. Drire Parameters Buffer Corter

Buffer Size, in bytes, of the buffer that is passed in and returned,

including the size of this ficki. The size of the returned buffer
cannot be targer than the size of the passed in buffer.
Flags 01 01 lb.
Bit Meaning
+ 0-BOShandles boundary crors
+ -Cyllead Sect info is valid
+ 2-Renovable Dedia

- 3-Supports Write Verify (430lh)
+ 4-Change ine. Supported
+ S-Lodable

- 6-tr Media values are Anax9 Real

2-S

(

Fh)

2n-2s (14-7h Dword
24-2s (sh-ish word

Secredive (is)
secreate

A=49h - Get Extended
Disk Change Status
Entry's
L-rve

Return

AH-Change Status
9-lo change
-valid parameter

6-CD has been changed
8sh-Not ready

s
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CD-ROM Specific Functions

The basic data structure for this interface is the Specification Packci.

Flats. This specifies what media the boot inage is intended to
emulate in bits 0-3 as follows:
000 a No emulation

of a l.2 meg diskaite
010 - 4 negdiskette
0 - 28 meg diskete
00 - and file
10 - Reserved
0 a Reserved

- Reserved

Bita-5 reserved, must be 0

Bit 6 is set if this is an ATAP CD-ROM emulation
Bit 7 is set if this is a SCSI CD-ROM emulation

Drive number. This is the drive number on which emulation is

being initiated or

inated

Controller indee for ATAP emulation, this is set to 0 for the

primary controller or l for the secondary. For SCSL,
Logical Block Address (LBA) for the image to be emulated
for ATAP, this is set to 0 for the nasterdevice or ?ofthe
slave. For SCSl, this is the LUN and PUN of the CD drive.

Byte

For ATAP, usise too. Forscs, this the Bus number

2-9

-

Loadvalue
Segment.
the load
address
for the
image.(Only
If
this
is zero,This
the isdefaula
Olcoh
segment
willboot
be used.

14-5

World

valid for function Ch.)
Sector Count. This is the number of 512 byte sectors that will
be stored at load Segneni dhuring the initial boot procedure.

l6 (10th)

Byte

17 (lih)

Bye

(ODh-OFh)

User buffer segment. If this field is non-zero, it specified the
segmead of a user supplied 3K buffer for caching CD reads. The
buffer begins at segment:0.

(Only valid for function 4Ch.)
Cylinder. This is the same as the value returned in Cli when
function 8 is invoked.

Soctor- his is the same as the Yalue returned in Cl when func
tion 8 is invoked.

18 (12h)

Bye

lead. This is the same as the Yahuc returned in Dil when func
tion 8 is invoked.
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AH=4Ah - initiate Disk Emulation
Entry:

Are - initiate disc ention

All - Initiate disk enylation rith decTyption

.

8x+CXrdecryption key

OS:Sl-Specification Packet
Return

Al-Status

Note if the LBA is greater than 17 (lh), it is the offset to the first sector of the
image to be caulated. If the LBA is less than 7 (th), it will be used as an index
into the Boot Catalog and this field will be fied in with the actual starting offset. If
the value is 0, the default inage will be selected. If . . the first selectable bootable
image will be selected f2, the second bootable image, and so on.
Warning if you are erulating a had file image as a diskette, you may encounter
problems with DOS. Refer to Appendix A. Emulating a lard File image as A
Diskette" on page 23 for more infoanation.
Etulation Do's and oDon't
Do not start eanslation for a drive that was not present at initial boot time.

BOS will emulate the drive but DOSwinot provide access.
r Do not start or stop catalation for a had file DOS considers hard sies as non
renovable media and will aot refresh its operating parameters.

r Do emulate had file images as diskettes but refer to Appendix A, "Emulating a
hard File age as A Diskette" on page 23 for more information.

Note it is OK to change the caulation image using "All 4Ah - initiate Disk
Emulation" without first issuing "All-4Bh-Terminate Disk Emulation on

page 20. The initial access to the caulated drive, after changing the emulation
image, will return a Disk Change line status. This is necessary to cause DOS to
refresh its operating paracters

ar
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x AH=4Bh - Terminate Disk Ernulation
Entry:

:

Ala8-Terminate
All-Return status for first emulation
ALn2-Return status for specified driwe

AL3-Controller presence check
ol-drive
OS: Si-Empty Specification Packet
Retus:

Al-Status

OS: Si-Completed Specification Packet

Als2 (Retain status for specified drive) will return a filed in specification packet
for the drive specified in D if the drive is not emulated, an error is returned.
AL (Return status for first Cmulation) ignores DL and returns a fied in specifi
cation for the first (IPL) drive eunulated. If the drive is not emulated, a Not Ready
enor (AAh) is returned
-

Note: Enulation termination is actually delayed until the next read or status check
is issued. A Disk Change Status will then be returned to cause DOS to refresh

parancters for the non-enulted drive.
Waraint if you have previously used the lio Control for Devices (IOCTL) DOS
command to change exudation parameters, you may need to restore DOS to its
default operation. To do his use the procedure shown in Figure 4 on page 24 to
get the current paranciers. Then, set the first byte of PACKET to 0 and use the
procedure shown in figure Son page 24. Setting the first byte to zero returns to
defaults

Warning; if you termiae Carnation on the boot drive, DOS may terminate with a catastrophic failure
AHS4Ch - Initiate Disk Emulation and Boot
Entry:

Ale - initiate emulation and re-boot

All - initiate emulation and re-boot with decryption
acadecryptors key
Al2 - Reboot with current emulation
Aa3 - Reboot with ao emulation
Orive

SSI-Specification Packet

Return:

Ai-Status if operation failed
No return if successful

Node. The drive specifications for this command are only used to establish whether
or not the image is boolable i? bootable, the system will be reset and the image
will be booled as the drive specifical by its BPB.

x AHF4Dh - Read Boot Catalog
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Entry

A re-Read Boot Catalog
Als-Read TOC
ALn2-Reed Absolute
-Drive

SS-Disk Address Packet

(not Specification Packet)
Return

All-Status if operation failed
No return

successful

Note: A Disk Address Parameters are given in units of 52 byte sectors. To read

a CD block (2048 bytes) using Alls 2 (Absolute Read), you must provide a starting
sector number (512 bytes) feative to the beginning of the CD-ROM. If you are
using LBA or CD block numbers, you must multiply by 4 to get the correct starting
value.
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Table O. EBDA RAM Requirements
Nae

CaRamtength
SpecPackelA
SpecPacket B

s

Spec PacketC

Specpacked

2 bytes

ve

32 bytes

Specification packet and device work area for the fourth emu

lation drive

leat

Base offset to the current enslation packet.
DESCS switch. Zero indicalles command is for SCSI, non
zero is for EDE.

Naaber of active specification packets. This is the number of
drives being caulated.
DE controiler autober base-0.
Base IDE controller address.

Number of data bytes in data buffer.
The logical sector to read base-0, low order byte first.

Defines the current content of data buffer. This providesa

small (four sector) cache for leads. The first word is a controller
ID, the next two words are the physical CD-ROM LBA.
Segment:Offic of next routine in the INT 13th chain.
Save area for DS on initial entry to NT-3 extensions. The

in 13
biosals
cd try dis

od entry es

lation

Specification packet and device work area for the third emu

e

buffer co

Specification packet and device work area for the second emu

32 bytes

E SE

buffer

Defines the staning offic of CD-ROM's RAM
Defines the size in bytes of work area
Specification packet and device work area for the first emulation

stack
is not used in order to maintain integrity in the event the
command must be passed on to the NT lish chain.

Word

DriveRemap

Save area for ES oa initial eatry to N-3 extensions. The
stack is not used in order to aaintain integrity in the event the
command must be passed on to the NT 3h chain.
Used to renap existing physical drives A: or C: to B: or D.
Low byte is iroa drive, high bye is to drive.

reded
be
numla

2 byes
says
byes

command used to redacDock.
The losa Block Addrestored high order bye first.
Number of LEAs to red

data buffer

20s Byles CD-Roubata bu?ier

Note: READ CD, LBA, and NUALBA definitions must be concalcinated. The entire sequence is
treated as a single command to the CD.
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; sumnuumuu
: . EBDA RAM Requirements
These definitions are for the generic CD-ROM BIOS cmulation as well as the low
level code necessary to interface to DE ATAP devices. Requircments to add SCSI
low cyc device support are TO BE DETERMINED.
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Structure Definitions
To assemble properly with version 6.0 or later of the assembler, you must use
OPTION COSTRUCTS

with these structure definitions. In addition, these definitions cannot be included in
BOSDATAASM due to a conflict with existing NEWSTRUCTS definitions.
Space for the structure(s) aust be allocated manually.

Emulation Specification Packet

a-

Specpacket.Size equ

h

SpecificationPacket

stric

SpSize
SpMediaType
Sprive

b
db
b

2

Spaatrolet

d

Spha
Splun
Sp8us

did
b
d

9d

Spcachesegment thr
SploadSegment
Spload Count
SpCylinder
SpSector
Speed

dw
h
d
b
b

totalSectors
SectCylinder

did
dug

edischange

de

g

r Below are extensions for BIOS implementation

LockCount
b
offset
h
SpecificationPacket

s

26d
g

ends

27d
29d am 32 is nex
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Boot sector content definition
bpb struc

db 3 dup(?) MP instruction top
db 8 dep?) product name and version

8pbes

sh

bytes per sector

8phAuSect db 2

Sectors per allocation uait

Bphsvd

gh

reserved sectors

plants

de

8pliedia

d

number of FA's

Bphoirents dh 2
Bpbs.
def

edia descriptor

Bphfat Sects ded
BpbSt.

dav

8ptid

da

2

number of Sectors occupied by FAT

2

Sectors per track
Rueber of heads
number of hidden sectors

Bphidden ded
Bpbs.3
prive

-

Bpbhead

max number of root directory entries
total number of sectors

2

dw

reserved

did
de

exit - total number of sectors
sip drive D

2

sip head to

da

signature

db 4 dup(?) rolume serial number
db 19 dup(2)
bpb ends

Master Boot Record Content Definition
Haskercot stric

Partitional

Partition2
Partition
Partition

Signature

db

446 dup(r)

Boot Record Program

h

16 dup()

First partition table

is dup(?)
16 dap(2)

Third partition table
Fourth partition table

d
d

16 dup(7)

b

da

Second partition table

as

SSAAh

Masteroot ends

Partition Table Content Definition
Patitionable stric

Proot
Ptoothaad
PeoSector

t
b
b

(e)
(2)
(2)

Padlead
Pnd Sector

d

(2)
(2)

PtootCylinder db
PtSystem
d

PtEndCylinder
POffset

b

db
did

Plength
Partitionable ends

(?)
(2)

beinactive,88hractive

0-unused, etc.

(2)
(?)

offset from beginning of disk in sectors

(2)

number of sectors allocated
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Directory Entry Content Definition
Dirntry struc

Dire
Direct
DirAttribute

b
b

8 dup(?) file name
3 dup(2) ; file name extension

d

;Attribute Bit/leaning

8 - Read only
- Hidden
2 - System
s

3 - Voltane label

4 - Subdirectory
5 - Archive

OrCreatene

Dirreteate

OCuster

File:Site

d
ch

ll dup(?

HonorsSSSS (s-sect2)

impooDoo (Y's-base 1988)

th

s

d

Dirty ends

Disk Address Packet
This packet is used for extended function calls.
iskAddressPecket struc

OapSize

b

spacket size (must be at least 16)

do

DapCat
d
gauber of blocks to transfer
Dapoffset
h
transfer address offset
DepSegent
th
transfer address segment
Oaplock
d
2 dup(?)
iskAddressPacket ends

Extended parameters content
Extended Parus struc
XpSize
d
Xpflegs
th

g
g

Bit Meaning
+ 0-BOS handles bounday errors

t -CyheadSect Info is valid
4 2-Removebie sedia

- 3-Supports Write verify (4381.h)
t 4-change line Supported

5

+ S-lockable

+ 6-cyl HeadSect Info is ax
XpCys
Xpleads
XpSect

d
d
d

KpotSect

did

XpSectSize
dw
Extendedparns ends

2 dup (2)
g
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What is claimed is:

1. A data processing system, comprising:
a central processing unit (CPU);
a system memory for storing data in electrical signal
form;

a first port for receiving an input device generating
electrical input signals;
at least one second port for supplying electrical output
signals to output devices;
a BIOS included within the CPU for carrying out pre
scribed functions including converting operating sig
nals developed by an operating system executed by the
CPU into electrical signals compatible with devices

that are responsive to other signals applied by the CPU;
a non-volatile mass storage medium storing in different
partitions of the medium multiple independent appli
cations in the form of data on respective BIOS emu
lated images;
a medium drive for receiving the non-volatile mass stor
age medium;
a system bus logically interconnecting the CPU, the
system memory, the first and second ports and the
medium drive for the non-volatile mass storage
medium; and

52
storage medium, and a system bus logically interconnecting
the CPU, the system memory, the first and second ports and
the medium drive for the non-volatile mass storage medium:
a BIOS configured for carrying out prescribed functions
including converting operating signals developed by an
operating system executed by the CPU into electrical
signals compatible with devices that are responsive to
other signals applied by the CPU to the system bus, the
BIOS
including an extended BIOS data area including
10
multiple emulation tables, each emulation table being
associated with and including characteristics of a cor
responding logical drive and the BIOS configured to
map each said corresponding logical drive to a selected
image on the non-volatile mass storage medium and to
15
maintain emulations of multiple images simultaneously
active after an initial boot of the data processing
system.

25

5. The data processing system as defined in claim 4,
wherein the non-volatile mass storage medium comprises a
CD-ROM.
6. A method of operating a data processing system com
prising at least a central processing unit (CPU), input and
output ports, a system memory for storing data in the form
of electrical signals, a medium drive for writing data to and
reading data from a non-volatile mass storage medium,
wherein the non-volatile mass storage medium contains
multiple bootable partitions emulating one or more media

the BIOS configured to initially boot the data processing
system from the non-volatile mass storage medium images, and a system bus logically interconnecting the CPU,
from an initial partition included in the different parti the input and output ports, the medium drive and the system
tions of the non-volatile mass storage medium and the memory, and wherein the CPU includes a BIOS configured
BIOS including multiple emulation tables, each
carrying out prescribed functions, the method compris
dynamically associated with a logical drive, for main for
ing
the steps of:
taining emulations of multiple images simultaneously
converting
by the BIOS operating signals developed by an
active upon calling another logical drive different from
operating system executed by the CPU into electrical
the logical drive associated with the initial partition to 35
signals compatible with devices that are responsive to
provide multiple drive images accessible to the data
signals provided by the CPU to the system bus; and
processing system at the same time through the initial
enabling
dynamic addition and removal of a second
booting process.
emulated image after an initial boot of the data pro
2. The data processing system of claim 1, wherein the
cessing system provides a first emulated image by
BIOS configuration includes means for mapping each said
storing emulation tables in an extended region of the
associated logical drive to a selected image on the non
BIOS for the first and the second emulated images,
volatile mass storage medium.
each said emulation table being associated with a
3. The data processing system as defined in claim 1,
contresponding logical drive and providing translation
wherein the non-volatile mass storage medium comprises a
for mapping each corresponding logical drive to a
45
CD-ROM.
selected emulated image on the non-volatile mass stor
4. For a data processing system comprising a central
age medium.
processing unit (CPU), a system memory for storing data in
7. The method of claim 6, including reading data from the
electrical signal form, a first port for receiving an input
device generating electrical input signals and at least one mass non-volatile storage medium comprising a CD-ROM.
second port for supplying electrical output signals to output SO 8. The data processing system as defined in claim 1,
devices, a non-volatile mass storage medium storing mul wherein the multiple emulation tables included in the BIOS
tiple independent applications in different partitions of the are included in BOSEBDA.
mass storage medium in the form of data on respective BIOS
ak at 2k
it sk
emulated images, a medium drive for the non-volatile mass

